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SPI, ESI & NORTH AMERICA SMART ENERGY WEEK
Solar Power International
Meet hundreds of U.S. exhibitors in the solar sector and be a part of the largest gathering
of U.S. solar industry professionals and vendors showcasing the newest products and
services. Attendees represent a cross-section of the industry, including construction
firms, installers and contractors, manufacturers, distributors, and project developers.

Energy Storage International
ESI, paves the way for greater integration between the energy storage and renewable
energy markets. As the largest energy storage event in North America, ESI features over
250 exhibitors and 12,500 attendees interested in energy storage technology, and three
full days of education investigating policy advances, market forecasts, new technology and
applications as well as additional relevant, timely industry-developed content designed to
grow the storage market.

Hydrogen + Fuel Cells North America
Join the largest gathering of hydrogen + fuel cells professionals in North America, co-located
with Solar Power International and Energy Storage International during North America Smart
Energy Week. This is the perfect platform to show how hydrogen + fuel cells can integrate
with other distributed energy resources such as wind and geothermal, benefit from energy
storage systems, and bolster electric vehicle infrastructure.

Smart Energy Microgrid Marketplace
Home, building automation, smart energy technologies, distributed energy resources such
as wind and geothermal, and electric vehicle infrastructure are natural compliments to the
solar industry. Now, homeowners, local businesses and communities, and city planners
are looking for comprehensive energy solutions to meet new energy demand. This is the
premier event to experience the integration of these technologies.

WHY SHOULD YOU ATTEND?
»

Pre-arranged meetings and country
briefings with U.S. exhibitors.

»

Free expo hall only pass with access
to expo sessions and IBP networking
receptions.

»

Unique networking opportunities and
use of International Business Center.

EVENT SNAPSHOT

19,000

solar, storage,
smart energy, electric vehicle, and
hydrogen fuel cell professionals

700 total exhibitors
250 exhibitors

energy storage

24

Over
hours of B2B
networking over 4 days

80%

More than
of
attendees have buying power

115

Attendees
from over countries

25% of the audience is

interested in microgrid technologies

Those interested in participating in the
official IBP delegation from Saudia
Arabia, please contact:
Tareq Ghazal
Senior Commercial Specialist
U.S. Consulate - Dhahran
Tel: (+966) 13 330 3200, Ext: 3065
Email: Tareq.Ghazal@trade.gov
Website for Saudi companies
http://2016.export.gov/saudiarabia

Learn more at smartenergyweek.com

